PROPOSAL 4

5 AAC 85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall sheep.

Establish a registration hunt by bow and arrow only for Dall sheep within Units 9, 11, 13A, 13B remainder, 13C remainder, 13D remainder, 14A remainder, 14B, and 16 as follows:

Institute a registration hunt for certified bowhunters only beginning September 21 and ending on October 10 or by emergency order. This registration hunt would be for the same areas already open to general harvest ticket in the earlier season.

Bag limit of one ram with full-curl horn or larger for residents.

Bag limit of one ram with full-curl horn or larger every four regulatory years for nonresidents.

**What is the issue you would like the board to address and why?** Aside from drawing permit hunts, there are currently no opportunities in this region of Alaska for bowhunters to pursue Dall sheep without the presence of rifle hunters.

With large numbers of hunters afield and the ability of rifle hunters to kill sheep at long distances, bowhunters often struggle to find areas to hunt where they can safely stalk close to animals without fear of being exposed to crossfire and other forms of interference.

A solution to these problems is to establish an archery only sheep season in Units 9, 11, 13, 14A, 14B and 16 from September 21st to October 10th.

From 2009 to 2018, there was an average of 618 rams taken per year. The average number of rams taken with archery equipment per year, during that same time span, was eight rams. This shows that bowhunters accounted for 1.3% of the average harvest of rams over 10 seasons.

The purpose of this new hunt being a registration hunt would be so that the Alaska Department of Fish and Game can monitor the participation and success rates more closely. Establish registration Dall sheep bow hunting only season

Having an additional hunt open to nonresidents would bring in more revenue to the State of Alaska as well as to local communities.

Providing a designated archery season for sheep would provide additional hunting opportunities for residents and guided nonresidents with essentially no impact on rifle hunters or sheep populations.

**PROPOSED BY:** Alaskan Bowhunters Association (EG-F20-056)